LOUISIANA MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION

STATE PERCUSSION SOLO ASSESSMENT

Name _______________________________ Accompianist _______________________________

School _______________________________ Contest Date _______________ District _______________

Title of Selection _______________________________ Movement _______________________________

Composer-arranger _______________________________ UIL ID# _______________ Class _______________

### INSTRUMENTS

**SNARE DRUM**
- + Tone-Head Tension
- + Sticks
- + Snare Adjustment

**KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS**
- + Tone
- + Mallet Selection

**TIMPANI**
- + Tone
- + Tuning
- + Mallet Selection
- + Muffling

**ACCESSORY INSTRUMENTS**
- + Selection

### TECHNIQUE

- + Stroke
- + Hand Position/Grip
- + Precision
- + Clarity
- + Rolls
- + Flams
- + Drags

### MUSICIANSHP

- + Interpretation
- + General Effect
- + Musical Expression
- + Tempo
- + Dynamic Range
- + Style
- + Accuracy

### OTHER COMMENTS

(No rating applies)

GOLD MEDAL RECIPIENT YES NO

Signature of Official _______________________________
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